Dear friends
TOSSFED kindly agreed to cooperate in the preparation of our meeting.
The last letter I received from Evren is transcribed below and seems to have all the necessary
information.
However if you need any more information, do not hesitate to contact Evren, or myself.

«INAS EU EC and TC meetings
Arrival (recommended): 07 March 2019 (that date is adjustable for each participant) transfer
between all airports in İstanbul and hotel will be arranged by TOSSFED
Meetings: 08 and 09 March 2019, all day long, a room for 20 people. (the number of rooms can be
increased to 2), self service hot drinks, bottled water and snack during the meeting available in the
room(s)
Departure (recommended) 10 March 2019 (that date is adjustable for each participant) transfer
between hotel and all airports in İstanbul will be arranged by TOSSFED.
Hotel: Wish More İstanbul
Accommodation type: full board
Price: 110.-Euro per person per night for single room and 95.-Euro per person per night for double
room.
The price is includes full board accommodation, meeting room rental fee, coffee breaks, transfers
both while arrival and departure. This is a package one and can't be divided or reduce.

If any participant wants to make his/her own arrangements by himself/herself then TOSSFED kindly
ask to pay only 30.-Euro per day for meeting room rental.
Please share my contact with EC and TC members.
I will be happy if they will send me an e-mail that includes their flight details, a copy of their
passports, moblie phone numbers (if available and for urgent situations), check-in and check-out
dates for hotel, preferred room type (single or double). I hope we can finish these arrangement until
15/03/2019.

M. Evren ÖNER
Türkiye Özel Sporcular Spor Federasyonu - TÖSSFED
Uluslararası İlişkiler Yönetmeni
www.tossfed.gov.tr
0 312 3115895
0 505 3016310
Turkish Special Athletes Sports Federation – TOSSFEDI hope to see you soon
International Relations Director»

* The time of our meetings is not exactly the one that is described by Evren.
On 8 March - Meeting at 8:30 p.m.
On 9 March - Meeting from 10:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
and from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Only for those who are available (without sports commitments)
I invited Nick Parr to be present and he is doing is best to be able to work with us during these 2
days.
I am awaiting a response from him and as soon as I have confirmation I will send the meeting
agenda.
I hope to see you soon

Fausto Pereira
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